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Kieling, John, NMENV
From:

Hendrickson.Charles@epamai l.epa.gov

Sent:

Monday, November 15, 2010 3:21PM

To:

ANTHONY HURST

Cc:

Kieling, John , NMENV; Gary Richardson; stavros@sspa.com

Subject:

Re: Out of the USA Nov. 17th through Nov. 30th

Attachments: Spartan 2007-2009 Fact Sheet+ EPA and NMED edits.doc; Spartan 11-16-2010 2007-2009 Fact
Sheet Approval.doc; 2010Nov16 signature page_signed.pdf

Tony,
In the interest of time, I've attached the files for the edits and the approval letter. Can you forward
these to Messrs. Langley and Harris, or does Spartan still want paper versions mailed?
Beyond the location map I sent to you, my edits are included in the attached edits file .

Chuck Hendrickson
Federal Facilities Section (Mail Code: 6PD-F)
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency- Region 6

From:

ANTHONY HURST <tonyhurst@q.com>

To:

Charles Hendrickson/R6/USEPA/US@EPA, John Kieling <john.kieling@state.nm.us>

Cc:

Gary Richardson <metenviroll@aol.com>

Date:
Subject:

11/13/2010 06:56AM
Out of the USA Nov. 17th through Nov. 30th

Chuck and john

I will be in Vietnam Nov. 17th through Nov. 30th- Please copy any Project Coordinator issues to Gary
Richardson of Metric Corporatiion 505 866 1602 or metenviroll@aol.com.
Regardless I will have email (and probably Cell phone if needed) contact.

==========
I am forwarding your last communications on the Fact Sheet to him.

Chuck-Your map is very good-- Do you plan on adding any more comments?
Thanks
Tony

11115/2010

2007 through 2009
FACT SHEET
An Update on Sparton Technology's Coors Road Facility, Albuquerque, New Mexico.Na¥ember 2010
Sparton Technology, Inc., a New Mexico corporation (Sparton Technology)., wishes to
provide you with information concerning the progress of the current and planned environmental
remediation activities at their former plant at 9621 Coors Road. Sparton Technology operated a
defense electronics component manufacturing plant at this location, shown on the map, from
1961 through 1994. In the late 1980's it was
~~
determined that several industrial solvents had
,-~
impacted soil and groundwater. A series of
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investigations over the following years detailed
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the nature and extent of the solvent
~
•
contamination.
Trichloroethylene (TCE)
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'
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1,1, !-trichloroethane (TCA)
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lesser
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amounts of methylene chloride (MC) and -~-- -~; \ ~/~~
acetone, and a degradation product of TCA,
&.~~ _.,.
1, 1-dichlorethylene (DCE), were the primary ~~
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constituents impacting soil, soil gas, and ~;;, . ~ ··~
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groundwater. (By the late 1990s the primary
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solvent constituents found in soils, soil gas, and
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groundwater were TCE, DCE, and TCA.)
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Groundwater sampling further indicated that
~, ; '-·
these constituents had migrated off site up to one-half mile to the northwest of the plant. Various
studies have indicated that the contaminant plume has not impacted any existing supply wells.
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Sparton Technology began environmental remediation (that is, cleanup) activities at the
plant in 1983. In late 1988 Sparton installed a groundwater recovery and treatment system on
site. The next 10 years saw extensive investigation, installation of monitoring wells, and
negotiations among various interested parties to establish appropriate remediation measures. In
1998, additional remediation activities were implemented. All cleanup activities are now being
implemented according to the requirements of the agreement reached between Sparton
Technology, the United States Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA), the City of
Albuquerque, the Bernalillo County Commissioners, the New Mexico Environment Department
(NMED), the New Mexico Attorney General's Office, and the New Mexico Office of the Natural
Resources Trustee, as documented in a Consent Decree [CIV 97 0206 LH/JHG (D.N.M.)] dated
March 3, 2000, which is filed with the U.S. District Court for the District of New Mexico. These
remedial measures consisted of:
(a) The installation and operation of an off-site groundwater containment system;
(b) The operation of an on-site, 400-cfm (cubic feet per minute) Soil Vapor Extraction
(SVE) system 1 for an aggregate period of one year;
(c) The installation and operation of a source-area groundwater containment system.
The goals ofthese remedial measures are:

1

The Soil Vapor Extraction system used a vacuum pump to remove vapors of contaminant from the soil pores above
the water table.
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(a) To control hydraulically the migration of the off-site contaminant plume;
(b) To reduce contaminant concentrations in vadose-zone 2 soils in the on-site area and so
reduce the likelihood that these soils would contribute to any groundwater
contamination;
(c) To control hydraulically any potential source areas that may be continuing to
contribute to groundwater contamination at the on-site area;
(d) In the long-term, to clean up to the performance standards described in the Consent
Decree.
The installation of the off-site containment system, consisting of a pumping containment
well, a treatment system, an infiltration gallery, and associated conveyance and monitoring
components, began in late 1998 and was completed in early May 1999. The off-site containment
well began operating on December 31 , 1998. Except for a brief interruption in late April and
early May 1999 to connect it to the treatment system and infiltration gallery, the well has been in
operation since that date.
The on-site 400-cfm SVE system began operation on April 10, 2000, and completed a
total of one full year of operation on June 15, 2001. Follow-up performance monitoring of the
system conducted in September and October, 2001 indicated that the system had met the
performance criteria specified in the Consent Decree; based on these results the SVE system was
dismantled in May 2002.
Construction of the source (on-site) containment system, consisting of a pumping
containment well, an on-site treatment system, six on-site rapid infiltration ponds, and associated
conveyance and monitoring components, began in February 2001 and was completed in
December 2001. The source containment well began operating on January 3, 2002 and has been
in operation since that date. Based on the performance of the infiltration ponds during their early
years of operation, four ponds were deemed sufficient for returning the treated water to the
aquifer and, therefore, two of the six ponds were abandoned and backfilled during the second
half of 2005 with the approval of the regulatory agencies.
Remedial activities during 1999, 2000, and 2001 were reported in Fact Sheets that were
prepared during each year and distributed after approval by the regulatory agencies. Activities
during 2002 through 2006 were reported in a combined Fact Sheet for these years that was also
distributed after approval by the agencies. The purpose of this Fact Sheet is to provide an update
and summary of activities that occurred during 2007 through 2009.
2007 - 2009 Activities: During this three-year period, considerable progress was made
towards achieving the goal of the remedial measures:
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The off-site containment well was operated 98.6 percent of the time available during
this period at a rate sufficient to contain the plume. The pumped water was treated
and discharged to the infiltration gallery located in the subsurface beneath the
Calabacillas arroyo, where it returned to groundwater.

•

The source containment well was also operated 98.6 percent of the time available
during this three-year period. The pumped water was treated and discharged to the

The vadose zone is that portion of the soil below the ground surface and above the water table.
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rapid infiltration ponds north of the former Sparton Facility building, where it
returned to groundwater.
•

Groundwater monitoring was done as specified in Attachment A to the Consent
Decree. Water levels in all accessible wells, the infiltration gallery, and the Corrales
Main Canal were measured quarterly. Samples were collected for water-quality
analyses from monitoring wells and from the influent and effluent of the air stripper
at the frequency specified in the Consent Decree and applicable permits. Water
samples were analyzed for TCE, DCE, TCA and total chromium. The flow rates of
both containment wells were monitored by totalizer meters that were read at intervals
that ranged from one to 10 days.

•

The computer-based groundwater flow and transport model that was developed in
2000 to simulate the hydrogeologic system underlying the site was recalibrated and
adjusted each year, and used to simulate TCE concentrations in the aquifer from
start-up of the off-site containment well in December 1998 through November 2009.
After the revision and recalibration conducted in early 2009, the model was used for
making predictions of the future performance of the existing and of alternative
groundwater extraction systems.

•

To address concerns raised by the regulatory agencies regarding the potential
presence of contaminants in areas beyond the control of the off-site containment
system, Sparton agreed in early 2009 to install a new monitoring well, MW -80.
Negotiations between the agencies and Sparton, on the location and construction
characteristics of this well, continued during the remainder of the year.

The off-site containment well operated at an average rate of about 220 gpm (gallons per
minute) during this three-year period, preventing expansion of the contaminant plume. A total of
about 350 million gallons were pumped from the well during these three years.
The total
volume of water pumped between the start of the well operation on December 1998 and the end
of 2009 was about 1.27 billion gallons.
The source containment well operated at an average rate of about 4 7 gpm during this
three-year period, preventing the off-site migration of contaminants from the site. A total of
about 70 million gallons were pumped from the well during these three years. A total of about
200 million gallons were pumped from this well between the start of its operation on January 3,
2002 and the end of 2009.
Thus, the total volume of water pumped during this three-year period by both the off-site
and source containment wells was about 420 million gallons. This volume of pumped water
represents about 37.2 percent of the initial volume of contaminated groundwater (pore volume).
The total volume of water pumped by both wells between the start of the off-site containment
well operation and the end of 2009 was about 1.4 7 billion gallons, and represents about 130
percent of the initial pore volume.
Approximately 1,350 kg (2,980 lbs) of contaminants consisting of about 1,250 kg (2,770
lbs) of TCE, 94 kg (210 lbs) of DCE, and 3.3 kg (7.4 lbs.) of TCA were removed from the
aquifer by the off-site containment well during this three-year period. The total mass of
contaminants that was removed since the beginning of the off-site containment well operation
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was about 5,645 kg (12,460 lbs) consisting of about 5,310 kg (11 ,710 lbs) ofTCE, 320 kg (700
lbs) ofDCE, and 13 kg (28 lbs.) ofTCA.
Approximately 30 kg (65 lbs) of contaminants consisting of about 26 kg (58 lbs) of TCE,
and 3.3 kg (7.2 lbs) of DCE were removed from the aquifer by the source containment well
during these three years; TCA concentrations in the water pumped from the well were less than
the detection limits of the chemical analysis method indicating that TCA mass removal by this
well was minimal during this three-year period. This is consistent with the lack of detection of
this compound in all but a few of the on-site monitoring wells. The total mass of contaminants
that was removed by this well since the beginning of its operation and the end of 2009 was about
230 kg (500 lbs) consisting of about 200 kg (430 lbs) ofTCE, 27 kg (60 lbs) ofDCE, and 3.4 kg
(7 .4 lbs.) of TCA.
Thus, the total mass of contaminants removed from the aquifer during this three-year
period by the off-site and source containment wells was about 1,380 kg (3 ,040 lbs) consisting of
about 1,280 kg (2,830 lbs) of TCE, 98 kg (215 lbs) of DCE, and 3.3 kg (7.4 lbs) of TCA. The
total mass of contaminants removed by both wells between the start of the off-site containment
well operation on December 1998 and the end of 2009 was about 5,880 kg (12,960 lbs)
consisting of about 5,510 kg (12,140 lbs, or 990 gallons) ofTCE, 350 kg (760 lbs, or 75 gallons)
of DCE, and 16 kg (36 lbs, or 3.2 gallons) of TCA. This represents about 75 percent of the
contaminant mass estimated in 2009 as being dissolved in groundwater prior to the start of
pumping from the off-site containment well.
While the mass of dissolved contaminants has been substantially reduced, as indicated by
the reduction of contaminant concentrations measured in most monitoring wells, the areal extent
of the TCE plume, and hence the volume of contaminated groundwater, did not change
significantly during these three years.
The groundwater flow and contaminant migration model that was revised and
recalibrated during this period was used in 2009 to evaluate the performance of the existing and
of alternative groundwater extraction systems towards achieving the goal of restoring the
affected aquifer to beneficial use. The results of this evaluation indicated that while the existing
systems would achieve this goal, the restoration of the aquifer could be cost-effectively
expedited by increasing the pumping rate of the off-site containment well from the current 225
gpm to 300 gpm. This increase in the pumping rate was recommended by Sparton and approved
by the regulatory agencies.
Future Plans: Data collection will continue m accordance with the Groundwater
Monitoring Program Plan and site permits, and as necessary for the evaluation of the
performance of the remedial systems. As additional data are collected, they will be compared to
the predicted model results and adjustments will be made to the model if necessary so that the
model can continue to be used to evaluate the future performance of the remedial systems and of
any potentiasl future modifications to these systems.

The pumping rate of the off-site containment system will be increased to 300 gpm. It is
anticipated that this change will occur in late 201 0.
The source containment system will continue to operate at the current average operating
rate of 45 to 50 gpm.
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A new monitoring well, MW -80, which was installed northwest of the leading edge of the
off-site plume during the summer of 2010, was found to be free of any site-related contaminants~
This result indicatesffig that the off-site containment well was effective at containing the plume
and preventing the farther further migration of contaminants. This monitoring well will be put
at--on the site' s monitoring schedule for quarterly water-level and water-quality sampling.
Sparton, through its off-site containment system, has prevented further expansion of the
ground water contaminant plume and has removed a considerable amount of mass from the
plume. The planned increase in the pumping rate of the off-site containment system will increase
the area within the hydraulic control of this well and the mass removal rate by this well and will
accelerate the restoration of the aquifer at the off-site areas.
Copies of the Consent Decree and its associated remediation work plans as well as
historical investigation/remedial work plans and reports submitted to the City, County, NMED,
and EPA are available for review at the:
Taylor Ranch Public Library, (Telephone# 505 897-8816)
located at; 5700 Bogart NW, Albuquerque, NM 87120.
City of Albuquerque Department ofPublic Works, (Telephone # 505 768-2561)
located at; One Civic Plaza NW, Albuquerque, NM 87103
New Mexico Environment Department, (Telephone# 505 476-6000)
-located at; 2905 Rodeo Park Drive East, Building 1, Santa Fe, NM 87505-6303
Alternatively, you may contact Mr. Tony Hurst, Sparton' s Project Coordinator for the
site, at (303) 388-8613 or Mr. Joseph Lerczak ofSparton at (847) 762-5816.
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UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY

State of New Mexico

REGION 6

ENVIRONMENT DEPARTMENT

1445 Ross Avenue, Suite 1200
Dallas, Texas 75202-2733

Hazardous Waste Bureau
2905 Rodeo Park Drive East, Building 1
Santa Fe, New Mexico 87505-6303

CERTIFIED MAIL- RETURN RECEIPT REQUESTED

November 16, 2010

JosephS. Lerczak
Director of Treasury and Forecasting, and Secretary
Sparton Technology, Inc.
425 North Martingale Road, Suite 2050
Schaumburg, IL60173

RE:

2007 THROUGH 2009 FACT SHEET APPROVAL
SPARTON TECHNOLOGY, INC.
EPA ID NO. NMD083212332

Dear Mr. Lerczak:
The Environmental Protection Administration (EPA) and the New Mexico Environment
Department (NMED) have reviewed the "Sparton Technology, Inc. Former Coors Road Plant
Remedial Program 2007 through 2009 Fact Sheet, An Update on Sparton Technology' s Coors
Road Facility, Albuquerque, New Mexico submitted by Tony Hurst, Hurst Engineering Services,
on behalf of Sparton Technology, Inc. (Sparton) to NMED and EPA for review on October 21 ,
2010. EPA and NMED provide edits to the Fact Sheet in the enclosure. After incorporation of
the enclosed edits, the 2007-2009 Fact Sheet as revised is hereby approved by EPA and NMED.

Mr. JosephS. Lerczak
November 16, 2010
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If you have any questions, please contact John Kieling at 505-476-6035 or Chuck Hendrickson at
214-665-2196.
Sincerely,

John E. Kieling
Project Coordinator
New Mexico Environment Department

Chuck Hendrickson
Project Coordinator
U.S. EPA Region 6

Enclosure: Sparton 2007-2009 Fact Sheet+ EPA and NMED edits.doc

cc:

James Bearzi, Chief, NMED HWB
Bill Olson, Chief, NMED GWQB
Brian Salem, HWB NMED
Baird Swanson, GWQB NMED
Richard Langley, President, Sparton Technology, Inc.,
425 North Martingale Road, Suite 2050, Schaumburg, IL 60173
Tony Hurst, Hurst Engineering Services,
1915 Fairfax Street, Denver, CO 80220
James B. Harris, Attorney, Thompson & Knight LLP,
1722 Routh Street, Suite 1500, Dallas, TX 75201-2533
Stavros S. Papadopulos, S. S. Papadopulos & Associates, Inc.
7944 Wisconsin Ave. , Bethesda MD 20814-3620

Mr. Joseph S. Lerczak
November 16,2010
Page2
If you have any questions, please contact John Kieling at 505-476-6035 or Chuck Hendrickson at
214-665-2196.
Sincerely,

-~i~~---------~e~· ~~rdinator

New Mexico Environment Department
cc:

?LL.-.~4~~c:~--Chuck Hendrickson
Project Coordinator
U.S. EPA Region 6

James Bearzi, Chief, NMED HWB
Bill Olson, Chief, NMED GWQB
Brian Salem, HWB NMED
Baird Swanson, GWQB NMED
Richard Langley, President, Sparton Technology, Inc.,
425 North Martingale Road, Suite 2050, Schaumburg, IL 60173
Tony Hurst, Hurst Engineering Services,
1915 Fairfax Street, Denver, CO 80220
James B. Harris, Attorney, Thompson & Knight LLP,
1722 Routh Street, Suite 1500, Dallas, TX 75201-2533
Stavros S. Papadopulos, S. S. Papadopulos & Associates, Inc.
7944 Wisconsin Ave., Bethesda MD 20814-3620

